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Abstract 
Let A = k[Q]/I be a finite-dimensional, directed k-algebra with k an algebraically closed 
field. Let qn be the Tits (quadratic) form of A. The isotropic corank of q,,, denoted by corank’ 
qn, is the maximal dimension of a convex half-space over Q contained in C’(q,,) = 
(0 I 2: E Q”: qA(u) = O}, where n is the number of vertices of Q. We show that a strongly simply 
connected cycle-finite algebra A, has corank’q, 5 2. A strongly simply connected algebra A is 
tame domestic if and only if q,, is weakly non-negative and corank’ qn < 1. We also character- 
ize polynomial growth algebras using invariants associated with the Tits form. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. Let /1 be a finite-dimensinal basic k-algebra. 
Therefore we may assume n = k[Q]/I, where Q is a finite quiver (say, with n vertices) 
and I is an admissible ideal of the path algebra k[Q]. We will assume that ,4 is 
directed, that is, Q has no oriented cycles. 
In this context, the Tits quadratic form qn : Z” + Z is a well-defined invariant. It has 
been extensively studied in relation to the representation type of /1. If the Auslan- 
der-Reiten quiver r,, of ,4 has a preprojective component, then n is representation- 
finite if and only if q,, is weakly positive [SJ. If .4 is of tame representation type, then 
q,, is weakly non-negative [ 183. The converse is known to hold for several interesting 
classes of algebras: hereditary algebras [9], tilted algebras [14], branch extensions of 
tame concealed algebras [27] and others [16,26]. 
The set of isotropic roots of q,, , Z’(q,,) = (0 I v~CJ”:q,,(u) = 0} plays also an 
important role in this study. In some important situations, vectors 0 I ZE Z” in 
,X0(4,,) correspond to certain infinite families of pairwise non-isomorphic indecom- 
posable Il-modules (X,), with dim XA = z, notably for the tubular extensions of tame 
concealed algebras [27]. 
A subset I/ of C’(q,,) is said to be a half-space if au + bw E I/ for all v, w E V and 
a, bEQ+ (the set of non-negative rationals). The dimension of V is the maximal 
number of Q-linearly independent vectors of V. We say that a half-space is convex if it 
contains a vector v E V such that supp v is a convex and connected subquiver of Q and 
supp w c supp v for any other w E V. By definition, the isotropic corank of q,,, denoted 
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by corank’q,, , is the maximal dimension of a connected half-space contained in 
In this work, we consider the isotropic corank of q,, in case ,4 is a tame 
algebra. In Sections 1 and 2, we prove some basic properties of the isotropic roots of 
q,,. We find sincere tame algebras ,4 with arbitrary large corank’q,. On the other 
hand, we show that a strongly simply connected cycle-finite algebra /1 has 
corank’q, I 2. Our main theorems give characterizations of tame domestic and 
polynomial growth algebras. We show that a strongly simply connected algebra /i is 
tame domestic if and only if corank’ qn I 1. A strongly simply connected algebra /1 is 
tame of polynomial growth if and only if corank’q,, 5 2 and every convex subalgebra 
A of il with non-negative Tits form qA accepting a sincere isotropic root is either tame 
concealed or tubular. 
Some of our results are related with recent work by Skowronski [31,32]. In [25] we 
announced the results of this paper and proved some of the theorems in the particular 
case of tree algebras. Similar results to ours were proved for partially ordered sets by 
Nazarova and Zavadski [17]. Part of this work was made during a stay in the 
University of Zurich; I thank P. Gabriel for his warm hospitality. We also acknow- 
ledge support from Consejo National de Ciencia y Tecnologia, Mexico. 
1. The isotropic roots of a tame algebra 
1.1. Let il = k[Q]/I be as in the introduction. Let Q. = { 1, . . . , II> be the set of 
vertices of Q and Qr the set of arrows. 
By mod n we denote the category of finite-dimensional left /l-modules. Modules 
over ii will be consider as representations of Q satisfying the ideal I (see [l 11). For 
each vertex i E Qo, we denote by Si the simple module having S,(j) = 0 for i # j and 
S,(i) = k. By Pi (resp. Zi) we denote the projective cover (resp. injective hull) of Si. 
For each module X~mod/1, we denote by dim X the class of X in the Grothen- 
dieck group Ko(n) ? Z” of /1; the ith coordinate of dim X is the number of times that 
Si appears as composition factor of X. 
The homological bilinear form (-, -) : K,(A) x Ko(A) --t Z is defined in such a way 
that 
(dim X, dim Y) = 5 ( - 1)“dimkExt2(X, Y). 
s=o 
(Observe that since Q has no oriented cycles, gl dim Iz is finite.) 
1.2. Let L be a minimal set of generators of I such that L c ui,jZ(i,j). The set of 
numbers r(i, j) = card(LnZ(i, j)) for i, j = 1, . , ~1, does not depend on the chosen L. 
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The Tits form q,, : K,(A) + Z is the quadratic form defined by 
In case gldim n I 2, then q,,(u) = (v, u), see [S]. 
1.3. The algebra /i is said to be tame if for each vector UE N”, there is a finite family 
hrli, . , M, of n - k [t]-bimodules which are free as right k [t]-modules and such that 
for each indecomposable n-module X with dim X = LJ, there is some 1 I I’ < s and 
some jtie k such that X N Mi @kLtl(k[t]/(t - A)). W e are mainly interested in tame 
algebras and their module categories. 
For a tame algebra /i, the Tits form CJ,, is weakly non-negative [lS], that is q,, (0) 2 0 
for every v E N”. We need to recall part of the argument given in [21] for a proof of this 
result. 
Let u E N ‘. Each module X with dim X = v can be identified with a family of maps 
in k“:= &_jjEQ, k”(i)X”(j). We define the variety of modules mod,,,(u) as the closed 
subset of the affine variety k” defined by the (polynomial) equations in I. Two modules 
in mod,(v) are isomorphic if they belong to the same orbit of the action (by 
conjugation) of the group G(v) = nr= I GL”,i,(k) on mod,,(v). We define the number 
E(r) := dim G(u) - dim mod,(o). 
For each v we have q,,(v) 2 E(v). If /1 is tame, then E(u) 2 0 always. 
1.4. A quadratic form 4: Z” -+ Z is said to be a unit form if q(v) = CT= 1 v(i)’ + 
CiCjbijv(i)v(j), for some b,jEZ and every VEZ~. 
For example, the above defined Tits forms are unit forms. By q( - , *) : Z” x Z” -+ Z 
we denote the bilinear form associated to q, that is q(t‘, w) = q(v + w) - q(v) - q(w). 
For a set J = ‘i \ 1, ... > m i } c (1, . . . ,nj of indices we denote by oJ: 27” + Z” the 
inclusion such that oJ(ej) = e;,, where (ei, . ,e,} denotes the canonical basis of Z”. 
Then q’ = qoJ is the restriction of q to J. If J = { 1, . . . , n>\{ j f, then we denote y(j):= q-‘. 
A unit form q is called critical if all the restrictions 4 (j’, 1 < j < n are weakly positive _ _ 
but q itself is not. By [lS] (see also [27]), if q is critical and n 2 3, then 4 is 
non-negative and there is a vector 0 4 z E Z” (i.e. all its coordinates are bigger than 0) 
such that Qz = rad q( := {v E Q”: q(-, II) = O}). W e call the vector z a critical vector. If 
n = 2, the critical vectors are of the form a(1, l), with aE N. 
Let CJ be a unit form and qJ be a critical restriction. Let 0 6 z E Z” be a critical vector 
of qJ, then the vector oJ(z) is called a critical vector of q. By [21], the form q is weakly 
non-negative if and only if for each critical vector z of q, we have 
q(z, e;) 2 0, i = 1, . . . , it. 
1.5. Let q be a unit form as above. The set of isotropic roots of qn is 
Co(q) = [O I VEQ”: q(v) = 0) (notation: 0 5 v denotes a vector whose coordinates 
are non-negative). 
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A subset I/ of z’(q) is said to be a half-space if wherever II, w E I/, then au + bw E I/ 
for any a, b E Q’. The dimension of I/ is the maximal number of @linearly indepen- 
dent vectors in I/. 
Proposition. Let q be a weakly non-negative unit form. Then there is afamily zl, . , z, 
of critical vectors of q satisfying the following: 
(a) For each v E C’(q), there are numbers pr, . . , ps E Q+ such that v = Et= 1 ~LiZi. 
(b) If V is a half-space in CO(q), then there is a subset Z c {zl, . . . ,zs} such that 
v c Czez CI’Z( =:2), with 2 being a half-space. 
Proof. For each critical restriction q5 of q, choose a critical vector 0 I zJ E Z” with 
support supp zJ = { 1 I i I n: zJ(i) # 0} = J and with minimal weight 1 zJI = 2:: 1 zJ(i). 
Let zr, . . . ,z, be the finite family of critical vectors constructed in this way. 
(a) Let u~C’(q). Since v E Q” we may choose a number me N such that 
mu E Z”n.E’(q). Therefore, we way assume that v E N” and proceed by induction on the 
cardinality of supp v. Since q(u) = 0, there is some critical restriction q5 of q such that 
J c supp U. We may suppose that z1 = zJ. If 1 supp v 1 is minimal, then J = supp v and 
by definition v = azI with aE N and we are done. Otherwise, we may find a linear 
combination 0 I w = au - bzI with a, b E N and w(i) = 0 for some index i E supp v. 
We have to check that w~C’(q). Indeed, since q is weakly non-negative 
0 I q(w) = a’q(v) + b2q(zl) - abq(v, zl) = - abq(v, zl). 
By (1.4), q(v, zl) = CT= 1 v(i)q(z,, ei) 2 0. Hence q(w) = 0. 
By induction hypothesis, w = If= 1 ~izi with ~1 E Q’ and the result follows for v. 
(b) Let Z be the set of those Zi for which there is some 0 # VE I/ and some 
combination v = Cf= 1 ~jzj with pjEQ+ and ,Ui > 0. Clearly P’ c CxszCD’~ = 2. Let 
us check that 2 is a half-space, that is 2 c Co(q). Consider first zi, ZjEZ. There are 
elements v, w E I/ with v = Es= 1 plzI and w = Is= 1 vlzI with ,u~, vI E Q ’ and pi, Vj > 0. 
For any a, bEQ+ we have that au + bwe V c z’(q), then 
0 = q(uv + bw) = q 
i 
i (/A~ + v,)zl 
I=1 
=Ic,( P1 + ‘I)(PL, + vPl)q(z19 z,) 2 (Pi + vi)(pj + Vj)q(Zi, Zj) 2 0, 
the last inequalities are due to the fact that q(z I, z,) 2 0 (otherwise q(zl + z,) < 0). 
Then q(Zi, zj) = 0 and q(azi + bzj) = abq(zi, zj) = 0 or equivalently azi + bzjE~‘(q). 
The general case may be treated in the same way. 0 
1.6. Let q = q,, be the Tits form associated to an algebra n = k[Q]/l as in (1.2). Let 
I/ be a half-space in ,X0(4,,). We say that I/ is convex if there exists a vector v E I/ such 
that supp v yields a convex (path closed) connected full subquiver of Q and 
supp w c supp v for any other w E V. 
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We define the isotropic corank of q,,, denoted by corank’q,, as the maximal 
dimension of a convex half-space in C’(q,,). 
Examples. (a) Consider the algebra A = k[Q]/I given by the quiver with relations 
indicated in the figure 
(where the dotted lines indicate generators of the ideal I). This algebra is clearly tame. 
There are two critical vectors zl, z2 with supports z1 = { 1,2,3,4,5> and supp z2 = 
(7,8,9,10,11>. Clearly the half-space I/ = Q+zr + Q+z, is in C’(q,,) but I/ is not 
connected. By (1.5) corank’q, = 1. 
(b) Let A, be the tame algebra given as follows: 
/- \ \ 
(l,l)--+ -A (2,1)-+ /<,,A + h #d(S,l) 
/“\ r\ /“t r1 
(132) (I,31 (2>2) (2,2) (3,2) (3,3) (s,2) ($3) 
The critical vectors constructed in (1.5) are zl, . , z,_ 1 with supports and values as 
indicated below: 
(i,l) d - - (i+l,l) ~ - 
supp 2, : 
/I / \ ?\ 2 n 
(i,2) (43) (i+1,2) (i+t,3) 1 1 1 I 
Since q.,(zi,zi+,)=2q,(e(i,,,,zi+, - ) - 0, then I/ = 11:: Q+zi is a half-space con- 
tained in C’(q,). Moreover I/ is convex and corank’q, = s - 1. 
It is easy to construct an indecomposable module X with dim X~z’(q,,) and 
X sincere (that is supp X = {i: X(i) # 0} = Qo). 
Remark. In [S], it is shown how to calculate algorithmically the critical vectors 
zi appearing in (1.5). This process allows also to calculate corank’q,. 
1.7. Let i E Qo, then i is called separating if there are no two direct summands of rad Pi 
with supports lying in the same connected component of the full subquiver of Q with 
vertices Q@) = ’ . \J E Qo: there in no path fromj to i}, see [4, lo]. The algebra A is said to 
be separating if all ie Q. are separating. Finally, A is said to be strongly simply 
connected if every convex subcategory of A is separating [30]. (Recall that an algebra 
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may be considered in a natural way as a k-category, see [ll].) A path closed subset of 
vertices J c (1, . . . , n} is said to be conuex in Q, and the induced subcategory /i(J) of 
/1 is called a convex subcategory. 
Examples of strongly simply connected algebras are: algebras whose quiver is a tree, 
fuly commutative algebras, tame canceled algebras and many others. 
The following result was originally proved under slightly different conditions 
(namely, for good algebras) but the proof is easily adapted. 
Proposition (de la Peiia [21]). Let A = k[Q]/I b e a strongly simply connected algebra. 
Let qJ be a critical restriction of the Tits form q,,. Then there exists a convex 
subcategory A of A such that qA = q J. In particular, for any critical vector z E N”, there 
is a family (XJA,r k 0 zn 
dim X = z for et&y{.’ d 
ecomposable pairwise non-isomorphic A-modules such that 
1 3 
2. Cycle-finite algebras 
2.1. Let n = k[Q]/r be an algebra as before. By rad (mod A) we denote the 
Jacobson radical of the category mod A, by rad”(mod /i) we denote the intersection 
of all powers rad’(mod A), i 2 1, of rad (mod /1). 
A cycle in mod /i is a sequence X0 + X1 ... -+ X, -+ X0 of non-zero non-isomor- 
phisms between indecomposable n-modules. We say that this cycle is finite it none of 
the morphisms lies in radCC (mod A). 
The algebra /1 is said to be cycle-finite if every cycle in mod n is finite. In [ 11, it was 
shown that a cycle-finite algebra n is tame. In fact there are stronger results as we will 
see later. 
2.2. We denote by r,, and z, the Auslander-Reiten translations Dtr and tr D on 
mod /i, respectively. For X, Y two n-modules, there are isomorphisms 
D Hom,,(Y, T,X) N Extf,(X, Y) N D Hom,,(z, Y, X), 
where Hom,l(X, Y) (resp. E,,(X, Y)) is the factor group of Hom,(X, Y) module 
the subgroup of morphisms X --f Y factorizing through projective modules (resp. 
injective modules), see [27]. 
By r, we denote the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A. A component ? in T,, is said to 
be a stable tube (of rank r) if it is of the form ZA,/(r*); in particular, every module in 
9 is t,-periodic of period r. The tube y is said to be homogeneous if r = 1; the 
modules on y are also called homogeneous. 
The next result also follows from [31, (4.1)]. The proof we present is elementary. 
Proposition. Let A be a cycle-finite algebra. Let F be a homogeneous tube in r,. Let 
X be any module on 9. Then, 
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(a) The supp X is convex in Q and it yields a convex subcategory A of A with 
gldimAI2. 
(b) q,,(dim X) = 0. 
Proof. (a) That supp X is convex in Q is shown in [2] (essentially: if there is a path 
X~-‘X~-‘X~-+ ... + x, in Q with x0, x, E supp X and x 1 $supp X, there is a cycle in 
mod/i X + Y, -+ . . . + YI+ . . . -+ Y, = X such that Y, = S,,. Since A is cycle- 
finite, each YiEcy; in particular YIey but this is impossible, because 
x1 E supp YI c supp X). Let A be the convex subalgebra A(supp X) of A. 
Let R be a direct summand of Pi an indecomposable projective A-module. We show 
that pdimAR I 1. Otherwise, there is a non-zero morphism rj + z*R, where Fj is an 
indecomposable injective A-module. Since X is a sincere A-module, we get a cycle 
in mod A. Then also Pi E F-, which is impossible since J is still a stable component of 
rA. Hence pdimAR 5 1 and gl dim A 2 2. 
(b) Since A is convex in Q, it is clear that q,, (dim X) = q,(dim X). Since 
gldim A I 2 and pdim,X I l(just as in (a)), then 
q,(dim X) = dimkEndA(X) - dimkExti(X, X) 
= dimk End,(X) - dim,Hom,(X, 7,X). 
Since A (and therefore A) is a cycle-finite algebra, we get that q,(dim X) = 0. q 
2.3. For cycle-finite algebras there is a strong relation between the isotropic roots and 
the families of homogeneous tubes. 
Theorem. Let A be a cycle-finite strongly simply connected algebra and 0 2 v E Z” be 
a vector such that supp v induces a convex and connected full subquiver of Q. Then 
q,l(v) = 0 if and only if there is an injinite family (X,), of pairwise non-isomorphic 
indecomposable modules with dim XA = v. 
One direction of the Theorem follows immediately from (2.2). Namely, for an 
infinite family (X,), of pairwise non-isomorphic modules with dim Xl_ = v, there are 
some p such that X, lies in a homogeneous tube, [6]. Then supp v induces a convex 
and connected full subquiver of Q and q,, (v) = 0. The other implication is shown in 
Section (2.9). We prove first in (2.4) a partial result which is useful. 
2.4. Proposition. Let A be a cycle-jnite algebra and VE Z” be a critical vector of 
q,, associated with the critical restriction q:. Then, 
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(a) J is convex in A and for the associated algebra A = A(J) we have qA = qi. 
(b) There exists a family (X2)n.k of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable and 
homogeneous A-modules such that dim XA = v, for 2 E k. 
In fact, the convex subcategory A is a tame concealed algebra. 
Proof. In (1.3), we recalled that 0 < E(v) i q(v). Hence E(v) = 0. By [22, (3.91 there 
is a decomposition v = wi + ... + w, and an open subset % of mod,(u) satisfying: 
(i) dim JZ! = dim mod,(v); (ii) very XE@ has an indecomposable decom- 
position X = X1 @ ... @ X, such that dim Xi = Wi and for every couple 
i,j dimk Hom,(Xi, Xj) = 6ij = dim,Exti(Xi, Xj); moreover, Xi lies in a homogeneous 
tube in r,. By (2.2), for each i = 1, . . . , s, supp Xi is convex in Q and q,, (dim Xi) = 0. 
Since v is critical, then supp u = supp Xi which is convex, proving (a). 
If w is the minimal positive integral vector with qJ(w) = 0, then v = mw for some 
me N. The same argument as above shows that w = dim X2 for modules (XJIEk on 
homogeneous tubes rA. In the tube &, there is also a module Xy) with 
dim X!“’ = mw = v proving (b). 
The’algebra A is cycle-finite and has an indecomposable sincere module lying on 
a homogeneous tube. By [31] (in fact, it is enough to use part (1) of (4.1), which is 
rather simple), the Auslander-Reiten quiver r, has a preprojective component. Since 
by (a), qA is a critical form, then [13] (see also [27]) implies that A is a tame concealed 
algebra. 0 
Remark. In our proof of (2.4), we constructed an indecomposable /l-module X lying 
on a homogeneous tube and then showed that n(supp X) is a tame concealed algebra. 
There are important results describing the supports of modules on stable tubes ([31], 
see (3.2) below). 
2.5. Our first result on the corank of the Tits form of tame algebras in the following. 
Theorem. Let A be a cycle-jinite strongly simply connected algebra. Then corank’ 
q/$ 5 2. 
For the proof of the Theorem we need some structure results that we obtain in (2.6) 
and (2.7). Let us first give some examples: 
(a) Consider a number SE N and a scalar 2~ k\{O, 1). Define the algebra 
A = A(s, 2) given by the following quiver with relations: 
gi o‘i+l = Ryp;+] 
Pi”!+1 = upi+, 
“iYi+i = PiPi*l 
YiPi+ = OiY,+i 
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Fig. 1. 
This kind of algebra was carefully considered in [12]. It was shown that A is an 
iterated tubular algebra (in the sense of [26]) and therefore A is cycle-finite. Moreover 
for s 2 3, then A does not admit sincere modules. The critical vectors of qA are of the 
form zi, 1 I i < S, with SUPP Zi = {ai_ 1, bi- 1, ai, bi) and value 1 on these vertices. 
Then an easy calculation shows that the maximal half-spaces in C”(qA) are of the form 
Qe+zi + Q+zi+i, i = 0, . . . ,S - 1. Hence corank’q, = 2. 
(b) Consider the algebra B shown in Fig. 1. The algebra A = B/(a, b) is tame 
concealed of type &. The algebra A’ = [M] A obtained as a coextension of A by the 
simple regular module M = I,/soc I,, is a tubular extension of A of type (3,3,3). 
Finally, B = A’[R] is an extension by the simple regular A-module R = rad P,,. 
The modules R and M lie in the same tube of rA. The resulting structure of mod B is 
as follows: let mod A = PO V F. V LJ~, where Y,, is the tubular family separating Ypo 
(preprojective component) and Y0 (preinjective component); mod A’ = Ppb V 
[A4].F,, V ja,, where [M]YO is a coinserted family of tubes and Ppb is formed by 
a preprojective component and families of tubes; mod A[R] = .Ypo V Fo[R] V 96, 
where S,[R] is an inserted family of tubes separating P0 and J&; then 
mod B = 9; V ([M]S,)[R] V 9& where .Y = ([M] S)[R] is a separating tubular 
family containing an inserted and coinserted tube T,. In particular, B is cycle-finite. 
The modules close to the mouth of To have the dimensions indicated in Fig. 2. 
The module X is faithful (and satisfies qs(dim X) = 2). The algebra B accepts three 
critical vectors as defined in (1.5), namely: 
1 0 0 
2 1 0 
,7,: 2 3 2 z2: 1 2 1 z3: 0 1 0 
1 0 I 1 1 1 12 1 
0 0 1 
We get qB(zl, z2) = 0 = qB(zZ, z3) and qB(zl, z3) = 2. The sets V, = Q+zi + QD+zZ 
and Vz = Q+z2 + Q+z, form convex half-spaces of C”(qB), but zi + z2 + z3$Co(qB). 
Hence corank’q, = 2. 
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Fig. 2. 
2.6. The following technical result will be central in our characterization of tubular 
algebras (2.7) and in the proof of Theorem (2.5). 
Lemma. Let A be a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra. Let R be an 
indecomposable A-module such that E = A[R] is tame, then qE is indejnite. 
Proof. Let Ai = k [Qi]/‘Ii be the tame concealed convex subcategories ofA and Zi E B Q 
the critical vector constructed in (1.5) with qA(Zi) = 0, i = 1, 2. We may assume that 
A is a branch coextension of AI. Set rad P, = R. 
Recall the structure of the Auslander-Reiten quiver r,: there is a tubular family FY 
for YE Q+u{O, co}; all stable tubes in To (resp. Fm) are formed by A,- (resp. A,-) 
modules and Hom,(Ti, Ti) # 0 for every y < 6 and tubes Tt in FY and Ti in F6; 
moreover, Hom,(T{, Td) = 0 for any 6 and ~1 # 3,. Since E is tame, R belongs to 
Fa or to the preinjective component of r,. 
If supp RnQz # 8, then 
0 < (z2, dim R& < qE(zZ, e,) and qE(2z2 - e,) < 0, 
because gldim E I 3. Hence we may assume that supp R is contained in a branch 
B which is a quotient of AI. Since dimkR(x) < 1 for all x E A, either 
dim R = dim PC - dim Pd or dim R = dim I, - dim Id 
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for some c # d in B. In any case 0 # (zl, dim R)*, and R is not a regular Al-module. 
Since A,[R] is tame, then R is a preinjective A,-module. Then we have 
0 < (zi, dim R)A, = (zl, dim R)E I qE(zl, e,) and qE is indefinite. 0 
2.7, Now we get a combinatorial characterization of tubular algebras. 
Proposition. Let A = k[d]/l b e a cycle-jinite strongly simply connected algebra. Let 
AI, A2 be two full convex subalgebras of A, such that supp Aiusupp A2 = A,,. Assume 
that Ai is a critical algebra and let vi be the corresponding minimal critical vector in 
Z”(qA), i = 1,2. Assume qA(vl, v2) = 0. Then A in a tubular algebra. 
Proof. Let q = qA be the Tits form and (-, -) the Euler bilinear form of A. 
(1) Since A is separating Z’ has a preprojective component 9’. We show that 9 has 
no injective modules. 
By (2.3), there is an infinite family of pairwise non-isomorphism modules (Xf’),,, 
with dim Xf’ = vi, i = 1,2. For each vertex t E A0 = supp Aiusupp AZ, either 
Hom,(Xy’, I,) # 0 or Hom,(X, , (‘) I,) # 0 for all A. Therefore, I, does not lie in 8. 
Therefore, there is a domestic tubular convex subcategory B of A coextension of the 
tame concealed algebra B. such that 9 is the preprojective component of Z,. 
(2) We claim that B = Bo. Assume not, then we may find a vertex t in B such that 
supp Z;/S, c supp Bo. The module C = I;/$ is a simple regular Bo-module, here we 
denote by Z; the indecomposable injective B-module associated to the vertex t. Let 
Y be the component of Z” containing Z;, let %? be the component of Z,., containing I,. 
We claim that the unique component 8 # % in ZA with Hom,(&, I;) # 0 is d = 9. 
Indeed, let X be an indecomposable A-module neither in 9 nor in % with 
Hom,(X, I;) # 0. Assume first that X is a B-module. Then X lies in 9 and there is 
a cycle in mod B passing throught X and I;. By [32, (4.3)], there are no cycles of 
morphisms between components of the quiver Z,, hence X lies in ‘%‘, a contradiction. 
Therefore, X is not a B-module. There is a vertex y such that the full subcategory D of 
A containing B and y is convex in A and y E supp X. Moreover, D = B[R], where R is 
an indecomposable B-module. Since the indecomposable projective A-module P,” does 
not belong to P’, then R lies in .Y and there is a path from R to I:. As above, R lies in 
%‘. Thus P, and hence X lie in %. This shows the claim. 
Since t E supp vlusupp v2, there is an infinite family of pairwise non-isomorphic 
modules (X,), with dim X2 = dim X, for 1, ~4 E k and Hom,(X,, I,) # 0. This family 
(X,), cannot lie in .?&J%‘. A contradiction showing that B = Bo. 
Let D be a maximal convex subcategory of A of the form A/AeA with e = CxcJ e,, 
and such that D is a branch extension of Bo. Such a quotient exists because B0 is 
a convex subcategory of A. Moreover, observe that D is a domestic tubular or 
a tubular extension of Bo. 
(3) First consider the case where D is a proper quotient of A. Assume that D is 
a tubular extension of the tame concealed algebra Bo. Let w. be the critical vector 
corresponding to B. and w, be the critical vector corresponding to the tame 
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concealed algebra B, such that D is a tubular coextension of B,. Choose a vertex 
t$supp D with supp R c supp D, where R = rad P, (if the arrows starting at t land in 
D, otherwise we consider a dual situation). The Tits form of the algebra D[R] is 
weakly non-negative and by (2.6) it is indefinite. Hence qA(wO + w,, e,) > 0; but on the 
other hand qA(wO + w,, ui + u2) = 0 implies qA(wO + w,,-) = 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore D is not a tubular algebra and hence, D is a domestic tubular extension 
of BO. 
Assume there is a convex coextension D’ = [M] D of D inside A such that M is 
indecomposable. By the argument in (2), M cannot lie in tube (and clearly not in 9). 
Hence M belongs to the preinjective component of D. By [2, (3.91, D’ is still a branch 
extension of B, (because D’ is cycle-finite). Hence D’ is a tubular extension of B,, which 
contradicts the maximality of D. Therefore, we can find a convex extension 
D’ = D[M] of D inside A. If M belongs to a tube in r,, since A is cycle-finite, then 
D[M] is a branch extension of D. Therefore, by the maximality of D, M cannot lie in 
a tube, therefore it lies in the preinjective component of r,. Let t be the vertex of 
d such that rad P, = M. Then 
~A(WO, e ) = (~0, dim R) > 0, 
a contradiction. Therefore this case never happens, showing that A = D. 
(4) Thus A is either a domestic tubular or a tubular extension of BO. The existence 
of two critical subcategories Ai and A2 of A, implies that A is a tubular extension of 
B 0. 0 
2.8. Proof of Theorem (2.5). Let I/ be a convex half-space in Z”(qn). Let zl, . . , z, be 
the minimal critical vectors generating I/ as in (1.5). Let A be the convex subcategory 
of n whose quiver is induced by the support of z1 + ... + z,. Then A is a strongly 
simply connected algebra. The proof of (2.7) may be taken mutatis mutandis to prove 
that s I 2 and ifs = 2, then A is a tubular algebra. Therefore corank’ I 2, proving the 
theorem. 0 
2.9. We get some simple consequences. First observe that the proof of Theorem (2.3) is 
contained in the proof of (2.5) given above. Indeed, let n be a strongly simply 
connected cycle-finite algebra and v E Z” be a vector with q,, (v) = 0 and such that 
supp v induces a convex and connected full subquiver of Q. Consider as above the 
convex subcategory A of/i whose quiver is induced by the support of v. As in (2.8), A is 
a tubular algebra. Hence there is an infinite family (X,), of pairwise non-isomorphic 
A-modules such that dim X1 = v, for all /2. 
Corollary (Skowronski [31]). Let A be a strongly simply connected cycle-Jinite algebra 
with a sincere indecomposable module X such that X N zAX. Then A is either tame 
concealed or a tubular algebra. 
Proof. As in (2.2), q,(dim X) = 0, the result follows from (2.3). •l 
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3. Polynomial growth algebras 
3.1. Clearly, an algebra LI is tame if and only if for each number d E N, there is a finite 
number of LI - k[t]-bimodules Mi, . . . , M, such are finitely generated free as right 
k[t]-modules and such that all but a finite number of isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable n-modules of dimension d are of the form Mi 0 kCtI k[t]/(t - i) for 
some i and some 1 E k. We denote by p”(d) the minimal number s for which the above 
condition is satisfied. 
Then n is said to be domestic if there is a constant c such that ,u,,(d) I c for all d E N, 
see [7]. The same algebra ,4 is said to be of polynomial growth if p”(d) < d” for some 
constant m E N and all d E N. 
We would like to characterize domestic, polynomial growth and tame algebras by 
properties of invariants associated with the Tits form. 
By [27], the tubular extensions of tame concealed algebras are of polynomial 
growth; in fact, for one of these algebras A, p,,(d) I cd for a constant c and all d E N. 
A simple consequence of (2.5) is the following: 
Corollary (Skowronski [31]). Let A be a strongly simply connected cycle-jinite algebra. 
Then A is tame of polynomial growth. 
Proof. By (2.9), the support of an infinite family of indecomposable modules (X,), 
with dim XA = v (all 2) induces a tame concealed or a tubular convex subcategory of 
A. Since there are only finitely many possible convex subcategories of A, we get that 
n is of polynomial growth. 0 
Remark. Results of Skowronski also show the converse implication namely that 
a strongly simply connected polynomial growth algebra is cycle-finite. We may restate 
our result (2.5). 
3.2. From the remarks above and (2.5) it follows that a strongly simply connected 
polynomial growth algebra n has corank’q,, 5 2. On the other hand, we have: 
Proposition. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra and assume that A is tame of 
non-polynomial growth. Then corank’q, 2 2. 
Proof. In [32] (see also [29]) it is shown that a strongly simply connected tame 
algebra /i is not of polynomial growth if and if/i contains a full convex polynomially 
critical subalgebra. The algebra B is polynomially critical (or pg-critical in the 
notation of [29]), if it admits a full convex tame concealed subalgebra A of type 
&, and one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) There exists an indecomposable regular A-module M of regular length 2 lying in 
atubeofrankm-2andB=A[M]orB=[M]A. 
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(ii) B is the category with vertices as in Fig. 3 or 4, where M = rad Pa0 is a simple 
regular A-module lying in the tube of rank m - 2; the full subcategory B, (resp. B,) 
formed with all the vertices excepting b (resp. c) is a branch extension of A and the full 
subcategory with vertices {a, _ 1, a,, b, c) (or (a, _ r, a,, b, c, bI, . . . , b,j) is hereditary (or 
satisfies the commutativity relation indicated in the figures). 
Clearly, C”(qB) c .Z”(q,,) in a canonical way and corank’q, I corank’q,. There- 
fore, it is enough to show that corank’ qB 2 2. This is obtained by a simple inspection 
of the cases. For the “typical” example below (see Fig. 5) we indicate two critical 
vectors zr and z2 with qB(zl, z2) = 0, therefore the half-space Q +zl + &p +z2 c c”(qB) 
yields corank’q, 2 2. 
This finishes the proof of the Proposition. 0 
3.3. In this paragraph we consider domestic algebras. The example (a) in (1.6) is 
domestic, domestic tubular algebras are domestic. On the other hand, tubular alge- 
bras are not domestic. These situations are typical as shown in the following Theorem. 
This result is related to a question by Skowronski [28, Problem 31. Also, the 
equivalence of (a) and (b) is shown in [31]. 
Theorem. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) A is tame domestic. 
(b) A is cycle-jinite and does not contain a tubular algebra as a full convex sub- 
category. 
(c)The Tits form qn is weakly non-negative and corunk’q, I 1. 
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Proof. Assume that n is a tame domestic algebra. Being n a strongly simply connec- 
ted algebra of polynomial growth, then LI is cycle-finite. For any convex subcategory 
A, we have c 2 p,,(d) 2 PA(d), for every d, and hence A is not tubular. 
Assume (b) is satisfied. Since LI is tame, then q,, is weakly non-negative. Assume that 
corank’q,, 2 2. Then by (2.7), we find a convex subcategory A of LI which is of tubular 
type. A contradiction. 
Finally, assume that qn is weakly non-negative and corank’q, I 1. By (3.2) 
n cannot contain a polynomially critical convex subalgebra. By [29, 321, n is tame of 
polynomial growth. In particular, LI is cycle-finite. 
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Assume that A is non-domestic, then we may find a non-domestic convex sub- 
category A of /z and an infinite family (X,), of pairwise non-isomorphic sincere 
indecomposable A-modules with dim X2 = v. Since A is tame, we may assume all 
Xn are homogeneous [6]. By (2.9), A is either a tame concealed or a tabular algebra. 
Since corank’q, I corank’q, 5 1, then A is tame concealed, which contradicts that 
A was assumed non-domestic. 0 
3.4. We put some pieces together to obtain a characterization of polynomial growth 
algebras. 
Theorem. Let A be a strongly simply connected algebra. Then A is tame of polynomial 
growth if and only if the following conditions are satisjied: 
(a) the Tits form q,, is weakly non-negative; 
(b) each convex subcategory A of A such that qA accepts a sincere isotropic root, is 
either a tame concealed or a tubular algebra. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from the tameness of A and (2.3), (2.9). Next, assume 
that /1 satisfies (a) and (b). Then n does not accept convex subcategories which are 
pg-critical. As in (3.3), II is tame of polynomial growth. 0 
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